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Screen Dependency Disorder
(SDD) is real and it can damage your child’s brain
according to the International
Child Neurology Association.
Children who suffer from this
disorder tend to experience a
variety of symptoms like
weight loss or gain, insomnia,
headaches, back problems,
eyesight problems and poor
nutrition. Many experience
anxiety, mood swings, loneliness, guilt and dishonesty, with a marked increase in
self-isolation. Since the effect of gadget addiction on
the brain is similar to the effect of drug or alcohol addiction, the brain could develop certain structural differences.
According to Claudette Avelino-Tandoc, a Family
Life & Child Development specialist, children as
young as 3 or 4 years old can have SDD. She refers to
studies that show how young brains are affected by
screen addiction; impulse control suffers, along with
the brain’s capacity to plan, prioritize and organize.
Another alarming result is it can damage an area
known as “insula,” which develops empathy and
compassion for others.
The American Heart Association says kids and
teens, age 8 to 18, spend more than seven hours a day
looking at screens. They recommend parents limit
screen time for kids to a maximum of just two hours
per day. For children 2 to 5, the recommended limit is
one hour per day. They also urge parents to ensure
that children below 2 years are not exposed to this
technology.
(smartparenting.com.ph; theasianparent.com; greycaps.com)

Nomophobia, an abbreviation of
no-mobile-phone-phobia, is the irrational fear of being without your mobile phone or being unable to use
your phone for some reason, such as the absence of a
signal, running out of minutes, loss of battery power
or simply misplacing it. The irrational part is the degree of discomfort the users feel at the thought of being separated from their smartphones.
Emotional symptoms include: worry, fear or panic
when you think about not having your phone or being
unable to use it; anxiousness if you have to put your
phone down or know you can’t use it for a while; panic or anxiety if you briefly can’t find your phone.
Physical symptoms include: shortness of breath,
tightness in chest; increased heart rate and blood pressure; trembling; feeling faint, dizzy, or disoriented;
increased sweating; depression, fear and panic.
Young adults, and those who started using a cell
phone at a younger age, tend to become more dependent on their phones and therefore more likely to stress
out without them. But anyone who experiences distress when being separated from their phone would
probably be considered nomophobic.
(whatis.techtarget.com;healthline.com)
•

•

•

About half of U.K. cell phone users suffer from nomophobia. According to Business Insider, iPhone users in the U.K.
unlock their phones 110 times per day meaning they check
their phones six to seven times per hour, or once every 10
minutes.
Psychology Today says 66% of adults in the U.S. have nomophobia. The average U.S. consumer spends a whopping 5
hours a day on these devices.
According to the Canadian Internet Registration Authority 73%
of Canadians spend at least 3 to 4 hours online every day.
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Gift Card Scams
From Auction Websites: Used,
counterfeit and fraudulent gift
cards are being sold on auction
websites. Since this is a large
source of Gift Card fraud, these
cheap cards may well be worthless
to you. Some cards are real, but
many are stolen, counterfeit or
used and not worth the risk.

Protecting Yourself: “Before purchasing a Gift Card, look carefully
at the packaging for any tears,
wrinkles, or other indications of
tampering, and see if the PIN is
exposed,” warns the Better Business Bureau. “If anything looks
suspicious, it’s probably best to
take a different card.”
Better yet, don’t buy Gift Cards
From Public Display Racks: Gift
from publicly displayed racks. Buy
Cards have numbers in a magnetic
them directly from the store issustrip to track usage and balances.
ing the card. And it’s best to avoid
Hackers take cards off racks in
online auction sites, as these cards
stores where they are often kept
may be counterfeit or may have
out in the open, and use a magnetic
been obtained fraudulently.
strip reader to scan account num(tangerine.ca; scambusters.org; bbb.org)
bers. They scratch off the material
to get the PIN number and apply a
replacement strip. Unsuspecting
consumers then buy the cards.
Once the card is loaded with cash,
the thief gets an alert that funds are
on the card and goes on a shopping
spree, draining the card’s balance.

Food Things
Turn Cake Mix into Cookies. Add 1 or 2 eggs, 2 tbsp butter and 2
tbsp water to any cake mix. For really soft cookies use 1/4 cup water.
Form dough into a roll. Chill in refrigerator. For drop cookies, slice or
drop from a spoon. Roll into balls and flatten if you want to decorate the
cookies. Bake at 375° for approx. 8 minutes.

Tenderize Tough Meat. To ensure even the toughest cuts of meat
melt in your mouth, add equal parts strong brewed tea and doublestrength beef stock to your next pot roast or stew. The tannic acid in tea
is a natural tenderizer breaking down the protein bonds in meat’s fibers.

Gravy Fixes.
Too Thin: For each cup of gravy, mix 1.5 tsp
cornstarch into a little cold water until smooth.
Whisk into gravy and bring to a boil. Heat over
medium heat until gravy reaches desired consistency.
Too Thick: Thin out with beef, chicken, vegetable broth or water.
Too Lumpy: Pour gravy through a mess strainer into a pan. Heat gently,
stir and serve immediately.
Too Salty: Add a peeled, raw potato and simmer for a few minutes then
remove potato. Add a squeeze of lemon, if needed.
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My Sask Health Record
Laboratory test results and other health records now available online for Sask. residents
The Saskatchewan government has launched a website - MySaskHealthRecord - that allows people to access their personal health information including laboratory test results, medical imaging reports and clinical
visit history, including hospital admissions.
This program was tested in a pilot project in 2016
with 1200 Saskatchewan residents. More than 80 percent of those involved with the project believed their
doctor’s appointments were more valuable because
they had the test results in advance. One in five said
they avoided primary care or the emergency department because they had access to test results online.
“This is a game changer, giving patients the information they need in order to play an active role in
their own health care,” said Warren Kaeding, Rural &
Remote Health Minister. “We are putting your health
information in your hands. You have a right to access
that information anywhere, anytime.”
MySaskHealthRecord is available to those 18 years
of age and older. To register, residents need a valid
Saskatchewan health card and an SGI driver’s licence
or SGI ID card. After online verification, an unique

pin number will be mailed to the address associated
with their health card number. The pin generation is to
support further security and to assure that people are
who they are.
Residents will also be able to add their own personal information to track and generate reports, set medication and appointment reminders, and upload information from health devices such as wearable activity
trackers.
By January 2020, the province hopes to expand this
service to include immunization history, prescription
history and the ability to share record access.
To register for a MySaskHealthRecord account, go
to: www.ehealthSask.ca.

Blessing Bags for Homeless

Good Things Jar

Blessing Bags contain non-perishable food, utensils,
travel-size toiletries, socks, water, grooming supplies,
and other items that people who live on the street find
useful. In the cold weather months, don’t forget hats,
gloves and hand warmers. Keep these bags in your
car so when you encounter a person who is experiencing homelessness, you can offer the bag to them.
Some people make Handbags for the Homeless.
They take an old purse and instead of recycling it,
they fill it with hygiene necessities, toiletries and
healthy food and snacks for a homeless woman. Diapers and wipes are sometimes added.
Pack a Blessing
Bag to give to
people in need and
count your blessings and realize
how much you
have to be thankful for.

(globalnews.ca; ehealthsask.ca)
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Bits & Pieces

BITS & P

Prevent Irritable Sewer Syndrome.

Stop Getting Phone Book.

The City of Saskatchewan reminds people that food
products containing grease, oils, coffee grounds and
materials like flushable wipes, paper towels, personal
hygiene items, pharmaceuticals and hair cause blockages that are costly to repair and bad for your home’s
health.
Grease Clogs: fats, oils, grease, butter, gravy and
dressings build up on the walls of the sewer system.
Wipe them off of your cooking equipment with paper
towels and place in the garbage before washing.
Compost: put organic waste (food scraps, coffee
grounds, paper towels) in Green Cart or compost bin.
Blockages: family planning products, baby wipes,
personal hygiene products don’t break down in the
sewer system, despite manufacturer claims. Dispose
of them in the garbage.
Safety Risks: hazardous waste products such as paint,
solvents, household cleaners and motor oil, place
stress on the sewer system and create risks to public
and worker safety. Unload hazardous products at the
household hazardous waste drop-off sites.
Pharmaceutical Residues: Pharmaceuticals and other
medicines do not easily break down in the wastewater
treatment process and can pass directly into the South
Saskatchewan River. Return pharmaceuticals to any
pharmacy.

You probably had a brand new phone book delivered
a few months ago. Many of these books are now gathering dust in doorways or propping up furniture. And
if you're like many people in Saskatchewan, you
might not even open it before next year's batch arrives. Before the internet, phonebooks were extremely
useful. They were the main way we had of looking up
phone numbers and addresses of local businesses and
acquaintances. But for many people, they've become
useless. This year SaskTel distributed 804,500 phone
books and simply recycling or throwing them away is
a huge cost to the province. Yet few people take steps
to opt out from receiving them. If you don't want to
get a phonebook, call 1.800.667.8201 or send your
name and address to: dw@directwest.com.

Don't Plug Space Heaters
Into Power Strips/Bars.

Space heaters can generate a lot of energy with heating elements sometimes reaching 600°F, which means
they should only ever be plugged directly into a wall
outlet. When hooked up to a power strip/power bar or
extension cord, the outlet can overheat, causing it to
short-circuit or to potentially catch fire.
The Electrical Safety Foundation International
says: turn space heaters off and unplug them when
you go to bed or leave the room; keep them three feet
away from anything that can burn; never place on carPlastic on Microwaves.
pets; and always place them on level, flat surfaces.
Exterior: Many microwaves are now packed with a
They also say plug them directly into a wall outlet; do
plastic film applied to the outside of the door and con- not use an extension cord or power bar; and do not
trol panel. This is to prevent scratching during shipplug any other electrical devices into the same outlet
ping. The film should be removed before using the
as the heater. (cbsnews.com; mentalfloss.com)
microwave. It is a static cling film that should peel off
easily.
Honouring Military Deaths.
Interior: The inside of the microwave door is covered After WWII the Canadian Government decided to
with a thick, clear plastic sheet that should not be rehonour the men and women who fell serving the Camoved. The purpose of this plastic is to prevent any
nadian flag by naming lakes after them. More than
interference with the metal screen in the door. This
4,000 lakes, islands and bays in northern Saskatchecovering is glued on. Should this be removed or bewan bear the names of individuals who lost their lives
come damaged, the microwave should not be used
in military conflict in WWII, Korea, or more recently
and service should be contacted. (geappliances.com)
Afghanistan. Doug Chisholm, a northern bush pilot
and heritage researcher, has photographed nearly all
of these commemorative sites and installed tribute
Weird.
plaques at about 250 of them on behalf of families, a
Yes, English can be weird. It can be understood,
quest he has pursued for over 20 years.
though, through tough thorough thought.
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Bits & Pieces

Seniors’ Info Line: 1.888.823-2211. Margaret Atwood
The Saskatchewan Seniors Mechanism (SSM) is a
Donating to Indigenous People.
non-profit, volunteer organization that acts as an umbrella bringing together Saskatchewan seniors’ organizations to contribute to a better quality of life for older adults. SSM operates a Seniors’ Information Line
to provide information and assistance on a variety of
issues, including: financial abuse, mental and physical abuse, scams, health, recreation, fear of youths,
and so forth. All calls are answered by people able to
access information on the computer immediately
(province wide) or refer individuals to the proper
channels. Information is also available on their website at: skseniorsmechanism.ca/

All Odd Numbers Contain an ‘E’.
Every odd number contains the letter ‘E’. There’s a
pretty simple explanation for this as all odd numbers
end with one, three, five, seven or nine and all those
numbers contain an ‘E’. The only other odd numbers
in the range 1 to 99 that don't end with one, three,
five, seven or nine are eleven and the 'teen numbers
(thirteen, fifteen, seventeen and nineteen) and they all
contain Es. So, you see, every odd number contains at
least one E.

Margaret Atwood will be donating her half of the
winnings of the Booker Prize, $42,390, to a registered
charity that supports the education of Indigenous people in Canada with scholarships, bursaries and other
programs.

… Did You Know …
… about the weather
•
•
•
•

•

•

100 Inventions That Made History.
Using innovative design, and fun, informative text,
100 Inventions That Made History looks at the trailblazing inventions that have advanced technology and
transformed the way we live, as well as the gadgets
and gizmos we couldn’t live without. Divided into
five chapters - On the Move, Getting Connected, Ordinary Things, For Better or Worse, and Culture
Shock. It also showcases the inspirational people who
brought them to life. From antibiotics to the atomic
bomb, microscopes to the microwave, and wind turbines to the World Wide Web, this book is filled with
brilliant breakthroughs that have helped shape our
world. (DK Publishing)

•

•
•
•
•
•

Potato Water For Plants.
The next time you boil potatoes, let the water cool
down and then use it to give your thirsty plants a
drink. It contains starch and other nutrients that help
plants thrive. But don’t use salted water as this can
harm the plants.

•

lightning kills approximately 10 Canadians each
year and injures about 150 more.
about 2,000 people are killed worldwide by lightning strikes.
eighty-five percent of the people killed by lightning are male.
if you count the number of seconds between the
flash of lightning and the sound of thunder, then
divide by two, that indicates how many miles
away the lightning is.
the old adage that lightning never strikes twice in
the same place is totally false. Up to 22 consecutive lightning strikes have been observed in a multiple flash.
there are about 1800 thunderstorms occurring on
earth at any given time.
Canada has the 2nd highest rate of tornado occurrences ranking only behind the United States. 80
to 100 tornados rip across the country each year.
Saskatchewan has the highest per province with
about 18 tornadoes each year.
the largest reported hail in Canada was the size of
a grapefruit.
snow falls at one to six feet per second.
the speed of a typical raindrop is 17 mph.
if the earth were flat, water would cover everything in a layer two miles deep.
more Canadians die each year from exposure to
extreme cold temperatures than from other natural
events. An average of 108 people die annually
from the cold, while only 17 succumb to other nature-related events.
Canada’s coldest city is a tie between Saskatoon
and Regina with -50ºC recorded in both cities.
(theweathernetwork.com; mentalfloss.com; stormwatcherkennel.com; angelfire.com;canadiangeographic.ca)
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Quick Tips for Buying a Used Car
Looking to buy a used car?
Here are a few things to note before you hand over your cash or sign those papers .
by Marc Rousseau

for you to get your hands dirty and inspect any potential used car you may buy.
Nervous about the process or don’t have the confidence to do your own inspection? Hire a mechanic!
They’ll be an impartial party to look at the used car
and report any flaws to you. Paying a mechanic for an
hour or two of their time and knowledge could potentially save you from a disaster.
What to check for.
When inspecting a used vehicle, be sure to check the
exterior and interior, as well as under the hood and the
underbody. Test drive the car with a friend so they can
give you an objective opinion, as well as help you detect issues from outside the vehicle while it is running.

Should I buy from a private seller or a dealership?
The choice is yours. With a private seller, please note
that the purchase of the vehicle is considered “as is”,
so make sure it’s in good shape before you commit.
Used car dealerships may come with a little more leeway in warrantees available, but be extra cautious
when reading the fine print - they may not cover as
much as you think. Also be on alert at a dealership;
you’ll be facing many more high-pressure sales tactics
with them than you would with a private seller.
Can I return my used car?
Most likely not. With a private sale, you’ll have no
protection. As a buyer, you’ll be committed to the purchase once you’ve handed over the cash. Going
through a dealership will offer you minimum protection, but this is limited to the Power Train Warranty
through Saskatchewan which will only cover vehicles
with components of power train failure sold by a licensed dealership with under 200,000 km, and only
applies within the first 30 days of purchase or 1,000
km driven (whichever comes first). It is vital that buyers understand that purchasing a used vehicle will almost certainly mean that they are stuck with it.
What to do before buying.
Come prepared and ready to inspect any vehicle
you’re considering purchasing. Equipment such as a
flashlight, jack, code reader, and rags will be helpful

Deal breakers.
Does the title include the word salvage? Is there rust
everywhere? Does it smell of mildew or is there evidence of water damage? Does the oil on the dipstick
seem off (burnt smell, gooey and black, or full of metallic particles)? Does the engine make knocking
sounds that get faster when speeding up? If you spot
any of these issues during the inspection, run away
from this sale!
Always check the VIN.
Lastly, be sure to look up the VIN (Vehicle Inspection
Number), a free service through SGI: sgi.sk.ca/vin.

Vehicle Inspection Number
This free service through SGI looks up the VIN and
gives the following information:
• vehicle’s Saskatchewan status (if any).
• most recent Saskatchewan registration expiry date.
• damage claims history in Saskatchewan (since Nov.
1, 2002).
• if the Saskatchewan PST has been paid.
To check for liens against the vehicle, visit the Information Services Corporation (ISC) website:
www.isc.ca/SPPR/ or contact ISC at 1.866.275-4721.
Use the Cross-Canada VIN search if you want to find
out if a vehicle needs an inspection, has been stolen,
is a total loss vehicle, or can’t be registered at all.
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Beware of Curbers
A curber is someone in the business of
selling vehicles without a license. The
word curber comes from the practice of
parking vehicles on the side of the
road/curb with a “For Sale” sign. They
pose as private sellers, often buying
salvaged and poor-quality vehicles that
they clean up, make superficial repairs
to, and quickly turn the cars around for
resale. Often they lead buyers to believe they are selling the family car
when they are actually in the business
of buying and selling vehicles for profit. Curbers often want cash and may
ask buyers to lie on the title transfer
documents to save money.
Buying a vehicle from a curber is
risky. Practices like odometer tampering, selling flood damaged or stolen
vehicles, and covering up safety issues

Tires
Age of Tires:
The four numbers on the tire tell you the tire’s age.
The first two numbers are the week of manufacture.
The last two numbers are the year. In the below visual the numbers are 5200 meaning the tire was made in
the 52nd week of 2000.

Check Your Tire Pressure:
Now’s the time to check your tire pressure as cold
temperatures tend to lower the air pressure in tires.
To prevent a safety hazard, to extend the life of your
tires, and to even reduce your car’s fuel consumption
by up to three percent, it’s best to check the pressure
of your tires each month.

are common among curbers. This
can be costly for the consumer
and is a violation of The Motor
Dealers Act.
Additionally, resolving conflicts between buyers and these
unlicensed dealers can be costly
and frustrating.
The best way for a consumer to
ensure they are buying from a licensed motor dealer is to ask to
see their motor dealer’s license.
For more information, or to report
a curber, contact the FCAA toll
free at 1-877-880-5550 or email:
consumerprotection@gov.sk.ca.
From Financial and Consumer Affairs
Authority (FCAA)

VoltSafe
Magnetic Extension Cord
Have you ever driven away with your block heater
cord still plugged in? Or had trouble plugging in your
extension cord at below freezing temperatures?

U of S engineering graduate Arash Janfada and
electrical engineering student Will Topping, have invented a new product - VoltSafe Magnetic Extension
Cord - that they say will solve one of the biggest frustrations of the winter season - driving away with your
extension cord still plugged in. While the magnets are
strong enough to attach the cord, they will break away
if the vehicle is driven away. VoltSafe’s magnetic
force pulls the plug together immediately activating
power and then releases just as easily, leaving the
plug’s entire surface completely safe to touch. No fear
of electrocution, no danger of electrical fires and no
more driving off with the cord still plugged in.
Now, after seven years of work, including getting
approvals from safety certification boards, the inventors say VoltSafe is ready.
The company is partnering with Federated Co-op
to sell the cords across Western Canada. These cords
are also available on their website and on amazon.com. (from: voltsafe.co; CBC)
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Protect Your Email

Put Rice in your Closet

There has been an increase in the number of fraudulent
e-mail phishing and hacking attempts, and due to the
nature of the internet, scams are difficult to stop. To
protect your account, SaskTel strongly recommends
you change your passwords regularly and create strong
ones.
• include both uppercase and lowercase letters.
• use both letters and numbers.
• don’t include common words.
• use at least eight characters.
• include special characters (ex. ! @ # $ % ^ &).

Rice is a staple on many dinner tables around the world,
but it has other uses that go beyond just eating it. Many
of us have used rice to save cell phones we’ve dropped
into water because rice is hygroscopic and can trap water molecules, but you can also use it to trap nasty
smells. A cup of rice, in a stinky space can make a world
of difference. Making a deodorizing rice jar is one of the
easiest things you can do.
•
•
•

If you receive an email that asks for private information, or includes any other signs of phishing, delete
the email, don’t provide any information, and don’t
click on any links within the email. If you’ve clicked on
a link and entered your name and password before realizing it might be a phishing attempt, change your password immediately. Further info: sasktel.com/support.

•

Pour 1 to 2 cups of rice into a glass jar.
Add 10 to 20 drops of your favourite essential oils.
Cover the top with a breathable fabric and secure with
a rubber band.
Shake the jar so that the oils are evenly distributed.

It can be used for 4 to 6 months and is perfect for small
spaces. Try it in your closets and in small rooms that
tends to smell bad, like the laundry room, entryway and
kids closets with their hockey equipment and sneakers.
Shake the rice periodically to better distribute the oils.

Travel Health Tips
Many of us will be heading to warmer climes in the
coming months so it’s important to keep a few things in
mind. In the October issue of Zoomer magazine, Dr.
Zachary Levine gives readers some essential information
on travel health risks and preventive measures to keep
you safe on your travels.
• Know your province’s rules for keeping your health
insurance.
• Know the limitations of your health insurance coverage. You will likely need extra insurance to cover outof-country health expenses.
• Go to your doctor to discuss health issues that may
occur while out of the country and how to avoid them.
Some illnesses are preventable with vaccines, others
by avoiding mosquito bites. In some places, you
should not drink the tap water. Get educated and get

•
•

•

ready a few weeks before travel, as some medications
take time to take effect.
Learn about the resources at your destination and have
a plan in case you need medical assistance.
Make sure to have a list of your medications, doctors
and significant medical issues to take with you in case
you need medical assistance.
And, of course, take things you will need such as medications, sunscreen, insect repellent; and consider
things you may need, such as analgesia, anti-nausea
medication and allergy medication.
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